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1 Introduction
This technical report briefly describes our recent work in the iterative rule learning approach (IRL)
of evolutionary learning/genetics-based machine learning. This approach was initiated by the
SIA system [12] A more recent example is HIDER [1]. Our approach integrates some of the
main characteristics of GAssist [4], a system belonging to the Pittsburgh approach of Evolutionary
Learning, into the general framework of IRL. Our aims in developing this system are use all the
good characteristics of GAssist but at the same time overcome some of the scalability limitations
that it presents. The document is splitted in five parts, knowledge representation, general workflow,
fitness function, some illustrative results and further work.
The system has the following characteristics:
• Each individual is a single rule, and each GA run learns one rule at a time.
• In order to learn all the rules of a domain this process is applied iteratively. At the end of
each iteration the examples covered by the rule that have been learned are discarded from
the training set. In this way, the GA is forced to explore other areas of the search space.
• The process is ended when no new rule can be learned. In the specific case of this system,
which still uses the explicit default rule mechanism of GAssist, this means that the process
is stopped when the system is unable to find a rule where the class associated to this rule is
the majority class over the training set. At this point, all remaining examples are assigned
to the default rule.
• The MDL-based fitness function [5], the ILAS windowing scheme [3] and the explicit default
rule mechanism [6] have been inherited from GAssist.
• So far only the GABIL knowledge representation has been implemented.
2 Knowledge representation
2.1 Rule representation
Each individual is a rule, which consists of a predicate and an associated class. So far only the
GABIL [10] knowledge representation has been implemented for the predicates. The associated
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Figure 1: The separate-and-conquer meta learning system
Separate-and-conquer algorithm
Input : Examples
Theory = ∅
While Examples 6= ∅
Rule = FindBestRule(Examples)
Covered = Cover(Rule,Examples)
If RuleStoppingCriterion(Rule,Theory,Examples)
Exit while
EndIf
Examples = Examples \ Covered
Theory = Theory ∪Rule
EndWhile
Output : Theory
class can take as value all the classes defined in the domain but the one assigned to the default
class.
2.2 Rule set representation
The rule set representation is a list of rules, interpreted in order as in GAssist. The initial rule set
is empty and only has a default class. Unlike GAssist, we cannot use here the automatic default
class determination process. Therefore, only two default class policies are allowed: majority and
minority class.
3 General workflow
The general workflow of the system is inspied in the standard separate-and-conquer rule learning
process, as represented by figure 1.
However, due to our knowledge representation, there are some differences in the model, plus
some add-ons to deal with the fact that we have an stochastic rule learner. The differences are the
following:
Stop criteria As we have a default rule, we do not have to learn rules until the training set is
empty, but only until we cannot discover any more rules that are more beneficial than simply
using the default class. Specifically, we stop learning when it is impossible to find a rule where
the associated class is not the majority class. In the case of binary classification, this means
that we stop when it is impossible to find a rule with at least 50% training accuracy.
Multiple repetitions As we use an stochastic algorithm to learn rules (a GA), sometimes it might
happen that we do not learn the most optimal rule. Should we insert into the rule set any rule
that the GA produces?. To alleviate this problem, the system will repeat the same learning
process with identical training set N times. This means that we will have N candidate rules
to insert, that is, the best individual of the final population of each of these N runs. This N
rules are compared among them, and only the best one is inserted in the rule set.
Figure 2 contains the C++ code of the general workflow of BioHEL.
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Figure 2: General workflow of BioHEL
i n s t anceSe t ∗ i s=new i n s t anceSe t ( argv [ 2 ] , TRAIN) ;
c l a s s i f i e r a g g r e g a t e d ru l eS e t ;
c l a s s i f i e r F a c t o r y c f ;
do {
c l a s s i f i e r ∗ best=NULL;
for ( int i =0; i<tGlobals−>numRepetit ionsLearning ; i ++) {
c l a s s i f i e r ∗ b e s t I t=runGA ( ) ;
i f ( bes t==NULL | | bes t I t−>compareToIndividual ( bes t )>0) {
i f ( bes t ) c f . d e l e t e C l a s s i f i e r ( bes t ) ;
bes t=b e s t I t ;
}
i f ( i<tGlobals−>numRepetit ionsLearning −1) {
i s−>r e s t a r t ( ) ;
}
}
i f ( i sMa jo r i t y (∗ best ) ) {
r u l eS e t . a d dC l a s s i f i e r ( bes t ) ;
i s−>removeInstancesAndRestart ( bes t ) ;
} else {
c f . d e l e t e C l a s s i f i e r ( bes t ) ;
break ;
}
} while ( 1 ) ;
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4 Fitness function
The fitness function for this kind of systems is more complicated than in GAssist, as each rule only
solves a subset of the problem. It has to promote rules that are accurate but also that cover as
much examples as possible. These two objectives are sometimes contradictory, specially in noisy
real domains such as the bioinformatics datasets.
The BioHEL fitness function is inherited from GAssist MDL fitness function, defined as follows:
Fitness = TL ·W + EL (1)
Where TL stands for theory length (the complexity of the solution) and EL stands for exceptions
length (the accuracy of the solution). This fitness function has to be minimized.
W is a weight that adjusts the relation between TL and EL. BioHEL uses the automatic weight
adjustement heuristic proposed for GAssist [5]. The parameters of this heuristic are adjusted as
follows: Initial TL ratio: 0.25, weight relax factor: 0.90, max iterations without improvement: 10.
TL is defined as follows:
TL(R) =
∑
i = 1
NANumZeros(Ri)/Cardi
NA
(2)
Where R is a rule, NA is the number of attributes of the domain, Ri is the predicate of rule R
associated to attribute i, NumZeros counts the number of bits set to zero for a given predicate in
GABIL representation and Cardi is the cardinality of attribute i. TL always has a value between
0 and 1. It has been designed in this way in order to simplify the tuning of W . The number of
zeros in the GABIL predicates are a measure of specificity. Therefore, promoting the minimization
of zeros means promoting general and thus less complex rules.
The design of EL is more complex for the fact mentioned above that we have to achieve an
equilibrium between accuracy and coverage. We have to promote rules that cover as much examples
as possible without sacrificing accuracy. In order to achieve this objective, we will design a coverage
measure that promotes dramatically the fact of covering a certain minimum of examples, but that
reduces it’s effect after the coverage has surpassed this threshold. The measure is defined as follows:
EL(R) = 2− acc(R)− coverage(R) (3)
acc(R) =
corr(R)
matched(R)
(4)
cov =
{
minCovRatio · rawCovcovBreak If rawCov < covBreak
minCovRatio+ (1−minCovRatio) · rawCov−covBreak1−rawCov If rawCov ≥ covBreak
(5)
rawCov =
matched(R)
|T | (6)
Where corr(R) is the number of examples correctly classified by R, matched(R) is the number
of examples matched by R, minCovRatio is the weight given in the coverage formula to achieving
the minimum coverage, covBreak is the minimum coverage threshold and |T | is the total number
of training examples. For all the tests reported in the next section, minCovRatio has 0.9 value,
and covBreak has value 0.0025.
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5 Preliminary results
5.1 Synthetic problems
BioHEL was able to learn with 100% accuracy the multiplexers of 11 and 20 bits in 20 seconds and
1 hours, respectively. However, in neither case it was able to learn the optimal rule set because of
the lack of a global supervision process (that GAssist has) and the specific definition of this domain
where the system can induce non-optimal rules that have the same accuracy and coverage than
some of the optimal ones.
The next test involved the hybrid multiplexer-parity problem [8] that so far had been impossible
to learn with GAssist (it never obtained more than 70% accuracy). This problem has 218 examples
and 512 optimal rules, so the search space is quite big. With the current tests, with some more
optimal settings pending to evaluate, BioHEL is able to solve this problem with 99.9% accuracy
(only one wrong rule), although the obtained rule sets have around 330 rules instead of the optimal
set of 256 rules plus default class. Even learning rule by rule this domain is quite complex.
5.2 Coordination Number datasets
This section presents some results on real bioinformatics domains, specifically of protein structure
prediction. The specific domain used is called coordination number prediction [11]. Several datasets
were generated from this domain. In this document we report some results on two of them. The
specific definition of each dataset and the performance measures are reported in [7]. BioHEL results
are compared to GAssist and also to the LIBSVM implementation of a Support Vector Machine
[9].
5.2.1 CN1 - UL - 2 classes
BioHEL outperforms both GAssist and SVM, although the number of rules that BioHEL generates
is much higher.
— BioHEL GAssist SVM
Residue-wise acc. 73.86±0.65 71.93±0.60 73.78±0.59
Protein-wise acc. 77.44±0.83 75.88±0.82 77.40±0.82
#rules 68.43±5.46 2.00±0.00 —
5.2.2 CN2 - UL - 2 classes
BioHEL is performing better than GAssist but still marginally worse than SVM.
— BioHEL GAssist SVM
Residue-wise acc. 76.91±0.53 76.04±0.55 77.30±0.52
Protein-wise acc. 79.63±0.60 78.96±0.70 79.93±0.64
#rules 86.24±4.48 5.0±0.1 —
6 Conclusions and further work
These first experiments show that BioHEL can be a competent evolutionary learning system, but
that still there is a lot of work to do on it. Some further work lines follow:
1. Representation for real-valued attributes.
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2. Other more restrictive stop criteria
3. Experiments with small datasets in order to determine a robust set of parameters
6.1 Representation for real-valued attributes
So far only the GABIL representation has been reimplemented from GAssist to BioHEL. The
next step is to implement a real-valued representation, specially to be able to process with more
sophisticated bioinformatics domains including Position-Specific Scoring Matrixes [2].
6.2 Other more restrictive stop criteria
When do we stop learning rules? So far the criteron is the most simple one: we stop when the new
rules cannot contribute any more accuracy increase over the training set. This criterion is probably
too simple and lets some over-specific rules get through, so maybe we can try to design more strict
methods about deciding wether we insert a new rule in the rule set or not.
6.3 Experiments with small datasets in order to determine a robust set of
parameters
The motivation for creating BioHEL has been to be able to solve big problems that GAssist is not
able to solve. However, how would it perform in standard machine learning benchmarks? Moreover,
the fitness function has a critical parameter, the coverage breakpoint. Can we find a robust set of
parameters that gives competent performance across a large range of datasets?.
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